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In our second video this week, we are going to look at the first three key elements in…



7 layers to the grammar of graphics

Source: Ganes Kesari (2018) My Talk on Grammar of Graphics: The Secret Sauce of Powerful Data Stories
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There are 7 common layers - as conceived by Hadley Wickam -  to the Grammar of Graphics:�Data, Aesthetics, Geometries, Statistics, Facets, Coordinates, and Themes�



Data, aesthetics and geometries

DATA

The variables that we want to plot. 

AESTHETICS

The scales onto which we will map 

our data and how we translate and 

plot our data into what we want to 

see.

GEOMETRIES

The actual shape the data will 
take in the plot. Examples:

Line
Ribbon
Point
Letter
Box
Polygon
Etc
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Let's explore the first three in this video: data, aesthetics, and geometries. You may remember them from your worksheet last week!I am going over them in the order you would write the code into GGplot�The data is obviously the data that we want to plot. �The aesthetics layer refers to the scales onto which we will map our data - how we translate our data into what we want to see. This is when we decide how we want to plot our data onto the x and y axis.�The geometries layer refers to the actual shape the data will take in the plot. For example, using a point geom will create a scatterplot, whereas using a line geom will create a line plot. This shape can include several objects: LineRibbonPointLetterBoxPolygonEtc



Scales 

SCALES - a part of aesthetics

scale controls the mapping from data to aesthetic attributes

Example from Wickham, H. (2012) A Layered Grammar of Graphics. 
Journal of Computational andGraphical Statistics19(1) 3–28.
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A scale controls the mapping from data to aesthetic attributes, and so we need one scale for each aesthetic property used in a layer. This figure from Wickam’s text shows us examples of legends from four different scales and will help you understand what I mean. Think about how these could look in a scatter plot or a line graph. So, from left to right, we have a continuous variable mapped to size, then it is to colour, and then we have discrete variables mapped to shape, and then colour. �



Position Adjustments 

Position adjustment  - a part of Geometries

Examples:
• stack

• jitter

• dodge (side-by-side)
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Another part of the Geometries layer is the position adjustments – this is when we need to tweak geometric elements in a graph when these elements are obscuring one another. In bar plots, for example, to make sure bars do not overlap with one another we use stack or dodge (place side-by-side). Or, we use can ‘jitter’ position adjustment in scatterplots in order to reduce overplotting. We will be using position adjustments in our worksheet this week and you will be able to see and work through this concept!�



Source: Professor Rafael Irizarry (2019) Introduction to Data Science
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In order to understand all three layers together, Let’s use an example from Professor Rafael Irizarry’s 2019 book Introduction to Data Science (a book that is freely available online if you are interested).�Here we have a graph about a US murders dataset:� First let’s quickly summarize what this graph is telling us. We can see  there is quite the variation in population size as well as the total number of murders. It is also obvious, at first glance, that there is a clear relationship between population size and murder totals. The dashed grey signifies the average murder rate for the US. The geographic region (there are a total of 4 – so northeat, south, north central, west) are characterized by a color. Because of this, we can see that the graph depicts how most southern states have a higher murder rate that is above the US average.Let’s now break down the layers in the graph while also going over some of the ggplot2 terminology. The three key layers to note are:Data: in this graph, the data is the US Gun murders in 2010.Now lets look at the aesthetics layer. The graph uses several different visual cues in order represent the information that is in the dataset. The two most important ones are the point positions on the x-axis and y-axis, the x axes represents the population size and the total number of murders is represented in the y axes. Each point represents a different observation, and in this graph we are mapping data about these observations to visual cues like x- and y-scale. Color is another visual cue that we map to a region. We refer to this as the aesthetic mapping component. How we define the mapping depends on what geometry we are using.Geometry: The plot above is a scatterplot. This is part of the geometries layer. Other possible geometries are barplot, boxplot, histogram, etc.Also of note in this graph - A log scale is used (as you can see by the axes titles) - why do you think the author would use a log scale?�A log scale is used here because it is a way of showing quantitative data over a very wide range of values in a more compact way. Using this method is particularly useful when you have a few outliers.�
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For example, This is what it would look like if we showed the raw population numbers. Notice how many of the states are bunched together in the bottom left corner. Do you find it easier or harder to interpret the data? The log scale is part of the aesthetics layer, as scales map data values to the visual values of an aesthetic.
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